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William Aberhart High School 
School Planning Survey 2022  
Comments 
 
Below you will find all comments provided in the survey as they were written. 
Comments have not been edited for spelling, grammar, sentence structure, 
truncation or otherwise. Comments have been edited to ensure anonymity.  
 

 
When thinking about adjusting the SDP for next year, what other 
actions do you think we should take to support programs of study? 

 
 The number of parents and students who are seeking outside of school help 

with academics has increased. Why are tutors needed? What is not 

happening at the school or within lessons or why are kids not seeking help 

from teachers in tutorials. Our community has the ability to afford tutors 

but why are they necessary? It feels like students have lost the love of 

learning (and this is not because of school but more because of outside 

distractions and screen time). How can a school inspire students to love to 

learn? To read for enjoyment, to puzzle through a math problem because it 

is challenging the brain, to ask why and seek to find the answers, to sit and 
create, to work together to achieve something great. 

 
  May be not the right place for this question/suggestion but - Review of 

Teacher performance, are there annual reviews of teachers, opportunities 

for Students to provide feedback on teachers performance - A 
reward/consequence system based on Teacher performance? 

 
  The SDP as presented seems appropriate - focus on disciplinary literacy, 

shift in focus towards learning for math (formative purposes of 

assessments, improvement and continous learning), learning through 

disruption (use proficiency scale; growth mindset and achievement 
progression over time). 

 
 I cannot think of any. My child is succeeding in all her classes, which makes 

me think the current actions are working. 

 
  Take the time to address the gaps in learning from Covid that still have not 

been addressed, your previous plans said you would but all it amounted to 

as adding some extra days. There was never a period at the beginning each 
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new class where teachers would assess where kids are and help them fill 

any problem areas. I am disappointed with how little has actually been done 

in this regard for these kids who had to live through 2 years of highly 
disrupted education. Despite lots of rhetoric that there would be supports, 

there has not been and lots of kids are flailing right now. 

 
  Increase ease of access for multimedia literature and sources. 

 
  time is needed for teachers to work with students and design assessments 

and learning tasks. 
 

 Perhaps including multiple ways students can show their learning with 

relation to the program of students? Averaging scores of “zero” to create a 

grade doesn’t help students who have had to miss due to mandatory 
isolating and other illness. There should be alternate ways to demonstrate 

learning. For example, my child scored 86,85 and 59 on science 10 unit 

tests. However, was sick two weeks, fell behind, and could not catch up no 

matter how hard she was working, and ended up with 9 marks of zero! 
(Plus on an IPP. ) Ended up with a grade of 54. 54 does not show accurate 

representation of learning… 

 
  Mental Health supports - Great improvements have been made in this area, 

but more still needs to be done to help the less vocal/less visible students. 
 

 Extra Curricular focus (i.e Athletics, Fine Arts, clubs, etc.) 
 

 Allow the parents to be more involved in the academic aspect of school. 
 

 was curious why the English does not include all levels of students in the 

goal setting 
 

When thinking about adjusting the SDP for next year, what other 
actions do you think we should take to support student well-being? 
 

 It really feels that the world has lost it's sense of community and it is no 

different in schools. The culture within in the building needs to be improved 

with things happening after hours- the loss of drama nights, dance shows, 

talent shows, pep rallys, assemblies, debate tournaments, art walks and 

spectators at athletics over the pandemic has changed Abe's culture. The 
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school needs to seek to get students back into the building and share 

successes and our collective abilities together. Once the culture is restored, 

the academic piece may follow- students will have relationships with staff 
again and this can inspire the love of learning again. Simply hitting only 

academic targets misses the life that can be within a school. 
 

 Continue building self-awareness and self-guided learning skills, growth/ 

improvement mindset in students so they are appropriately prepared for 

independent learning in post-secondary learning environment. 
 

 I do not think additional actions need to be taken. 
 

 provide actual student support - right now the guidance counsellors are 

very stretched it seems and no one uses them as real guidance counsellors. 
Also the learning leader, the support has really been minimal despite having 

asked multiple times. This time of individual care and attention for students 

should be part of your school development plan I think, not just grade goals 

etc. These kids are under lots of pressure and now facing expectations to 

just perform as if nothing happened - after two years of Covid school. 
 

 Prioritize actions to increase accesability 
 

 we need to continue to be flexible when working with students while also 

setting clear expectations. 
 

 It would be helpful for students to learn about mental wellness, and signs 

they should look for in themselves for when they should get help. 
 

 Extra Curricular focus (i.e. Athletics, Fine Arts, clubs, etc.) 
 

 We should differentiate instruction more to meet students where they are. 
 

 While COVID has made meeting teachers and while the plan is to make 

students more independent it would be great to have more parental 

involvement on assisting students apply for college or university. 
 

 I would need to know if the results in areas identified, particularly re: 

mental health have changed glorious the + or -. 
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 More flexibility taking different levelled courses in different years, 

especially for grade 10 students who are on French and want to take all 

three sciences. Would reduce their work load in higher grades. 
 

Please share any other thoughts you may have about our SDP. 

 
 This pandemic has changed how students, staff and people interact. There 

has to be something in the school development plan that engages the 

students and school to share and learn together. Literacy, numeracy has 

been affected but so has how to be empathetic and care about one another. 

How do we get kids back out to participate in things that they once loved. 

How are we addressing the whole student? 

 

 Thank you 

 

 I could not really review it in its entirety. It is an unfair burden on parents to 

ask us to review such a detailed, technical document and in the quick review 

I was willing to give it, I did not find anything concrete I could relate to that 

spoke to my child's needs or status. It was all technical goals for teachers. 

Maybe that is your staff meeting type document but that is not something to 

share with the parent community - even engaged parents like myself will 

not go that deep into your internal technical goals. You should have had it 

translated into something much more clear and meaningful for families if 
you wanted substantive feedback. 

 

 Consideration for students s on IPP’s. How are they being supported beyond 

assignment extensions and telling them to self advocate? These students 

need directed support from teachers. 

 

 Scaffolding for struggling students 

 

 There a lot of resources which are great but if there was a more guided way 

especially for students that have parents that do not come from the 

Canadian/School system. Students have to eventually volunteer, write 

essays participate in workshops and add all this development for their 

college/university applications. While this is expected of them it is not 
simple to navigate with all the COVID restrictions. It would be great to have 

volunteer placement programs in school to allow this to happen. 
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Please share any other thoughts you may have about our school 
budget and fees. 

 

 I think this should be a question for the Students - it is their graduation, 

what is important to them is way more important than what I think. 

 

 Prioritize learning opportunities that serve the majority of the student 

population. 

 

 Right now the school is an important place for community building for 

students and their families, given the extreme situation we all lived through 

in COvid and the breakdown of significant social ties and learning for these 
teens at THE crucial time in their lives when they are learning how to be 

social beings. Therefore I would strongly support activities that support this 

type of social interaction and learning - school dances, activities, clubs, 

athletics, field trip opportunities, outdoor educaiton programs. These are 
not "extra" to the main purpose of school but actually enliven the academic 

part of school and I believe we have seen during Covid that dry academics 

without that social part of school is a recipe for problems for our young 
people. A holistic approach to recovering from Covid by prioritizing all these 

activities (over technology, more academic programs, etc.) would be 

welcome. 

 

 I strongly support the music program and think funding should be directed 

there. The AP program is also very important to our family. 

 

 [Graduation] is a major event in their lives, I feel it needs to be help outside 
of the school building. 

 

 It's important to continue to run the school like it was pre-COVID. 

 

 High School graduation is grand. I would propose more parent involvement 

in the graduation. Student can do more fundraisers. Graduation must be 

grand. 

 

 I think that fundraising should happen to support extracurricular activities. 

These are not really open to all students- so focus on core and let somebody 

the frills go- or let them participate more significantly in the cost of 

operating them. 

 

 don’t believe the dance is the highlight of graduation. The speeches, formal 

dinner are. 
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